In recent years geneticists have witnessed many significant observations which have seriously shaken the traditional concept of the gene. These specifically include the facts that (1) the boundaries of transcriptional units are far from clear; in fact, whole chromosomes if not the whole genome seem to be continuums of genetic transcription, (2) many examples of gene fusion are known, (3) likewise many examples of so-called encrypted genes are known in the organelle genomes of microbial eukaryotes and in prokaryotes, and (4) in addition to the structure of the gene, its functional status can also be inheritable, and, further, (5) epigenetic extra-genomic modes of inheritance, called genetic restoration, seem to be a rather common phenomenon, meaning that organisms can sometimes rewrite their DNA on the basis of RNA messages inherited from generations past. I will briefly review these observations and discuss the difficulties of defining the gene, and then formulate a new view, which is called the relational or systemic concept of the gene. It has to be noted that genes assume their information content characteristics in the Shannonian sense as nucleotide sequences of DNA (or RNA). However, on the basis of this we cannot say anything about their information content in the semantic sense. The semantic information content of genes is context-dependent. Genes namely assume their biochemical characteristics usually only within living cells, their developmental characteristics only within living organisms, and their evolutionary characteristics only within populations of living organisms.
In recent years the sequencing of the genomes of thousands of viruses, hundreds of prokaryotic and tens of eukaryotic organisms, and the invention of methods of genome-wide research of genetic transcription by DNA microarray analysis have made it possible to investigate the structure and function of genes from bacteria to yeast, nematodes, insects, plants and mammals in the most sophisticated way (reviewed by Kapranov et al. 2007) .
Surprisingly, however, these new methodical advantages have not made our comprehension of the gene clearer, but on the contrary, have forced us to completely think anew about what we in practice mean by the concept of the gene. For example, MarKs and LyLes (2005) concluded that although the gene is acknowledged as a material entity, its membership criteria are unclear and its boundaries are fuzzy indeed. In actual fact, more than one gene can occupy the same space at the same time, and consequently, even though the term "gene" is widely used and is central to the discipline discourse, the concept of the gene eludes rigorous definition. Some authors even claim that the whole concept of the gene is dead, comparable to the concept of 'phlogiston' in the early history of chemistry, while others have the opinion that the gene concept still survives and should survive (FaLK 2004; Knight 2007) .
Very significant for our comprehension about the concept of the gene is that during the past few years it has become evident that the genomes of all studied eukaryotes are almost entirely transcribed, generating an enormous number of non-protein-coding RNAs (ncRNAs). In parallel, it is also increasingly evident that many of these rnAs have regulatory functions controlling genome dynamics, cell biology and developmental programming (aMaraL et al. 2008) .
Despite the difficulties, griFFiths and stotz (2006) outlined three very different concepts of the geneinstrumental, nominal and post-genomic -reflecting the fact that the definition of the gene often depends on the context in which it is used. According to these authors, the instrumental gene has a critical role in the construction and interpretation of experiments in which the relationship between genotype and phenotype is explored via hybridization between organisms or directly between nucleic acid molecules. It also plays an important theoretical role in the foundations of disciplines such as quantitative genetics and population genetics. The nominal gene is a critical practical tool, allowing stable communication between bio-scientists, and is grounded in well-defined sequences of nucleotides, but this concept does not embody major theoretical insights into genome structure or function.
The post-genomic gene embodies, according to griFFiths and stotz (2006), the continuous project of understanding how genome structure supports genome function, but with a deflationary picture of the gene as a structural unit. This final concept of the gene poses a significant challenge to conventional assumptions about the relationship between genome structure and function, and between genotype and phenotype. What follows in the latter part of the present paper is an attempt to formulate a satisfactory concept of the post-genomic gene.
THe neceSSITy OF reneWIng THe cOncePT OF THe gene
The most significant new observations from the recent years which make it necessary to renew the concept of the gene are the five that are examined in following paragraphs. These findings were not known at the time of the latest comprehensive reviews of the traditional concept of the gene by KeLLer (2000) , portin (2002), Beurton (2003) and rheinBerger (2003) . Most of these experimental facts have, however, been taken into consideration in the recent reviews by rédei et al. (2006) and gerstein et al. (2007) . These latter reviews, in contrast to the present work, deal mainly with the empirical facts rather than philosophical aspects concerning the concept of the gene.
(1) In eukaryotic organisms, notably mammals, the structural boundaries of the gene as the unit of transcription are far from clear; in reality, the mammalian 'transcriptome' as well as that of other eukaryotic organisms is very complex (reviewed by CarninCi 2006). In fact, convincing evidence indicates, for instance, that the human genome is pervasively transcribed from both DNA strands, such that the majority of its bases can be found in primary transcripts, including non-protein-coding transcripts, and those that extensively overlap one another (the FantoM ConsortiuM 2005; riKen genoMe expLoration researCh group 2005; the enCode projeCt ConsortiuM 2007). The complexity of the transcription of protein-coding and non-coding RNA sequences is evident: transcripts may be derived from either of both DNA strands, and they may be overlapping and interlaced, and the transcripts can even use the same coding sequences (MattLiCK 2005) .
Moreover, many examples of transcripts are known in which protein-coding exons from one part of the genome combine with exons from another part that can be hundreds of thousands of nucleotides away, and separated by several other transcription units (Kapranov et al. 2007 ). This continuum of transcription might even spill over the boundaries of chromosomes, as is the case for certain human immune system genes that are controlled by regulatory regions from another chromosome (spiLianaKis et al. 2005) .
This piece of evidence shows that whole chromosomes, if not the whole genome, seem, in reality to be continuums of genetic transcription, and genes can no longer be defined as units of transcription (gingeras 2007). The significance of the bidirectional sense/antisense transcription remained unclear for a while, but it now seems evident that the antisense transcripts are important in the regulation of gene function (Cheng et al. 2005; sun et al. 2007) and in other different cellular functions such as cell signalling and growth (WiLLinghaM et al. 2005) . gene expression profiling in mammals, for example, reveals frequent concordant regulation of sense/antisense pairs of transcripts, and experimental evidence has been presented that perturbation of antisense RNA can alter the expression of sense messenger rnAs, suggesting that antisense transcription contributes to the control of transcriptional outputs of the genome in mammals (riKen genoMe expLoration researCh group 2005).
Overall, the transcribed portions of the genomes, notably that of man, are predominantly composed of interlaced networks of both protein-coding and non-coding transcripts that interact with each other. Therefore, it seems rational that the regions of the genome that make non-coding rnA also carry the status of a gene since they have implications for the genotype-phenotype associations, regulation of gene expression, and the definition of the gene.
(2) Many examples are known of gene fusions in multicellular eukaryotes, i.e. cases where certain exons can be members of at least two, and possibly even more, transcripts. For example in man these chimeric transcripts, formed by transcription of two consecutive genes into one rnA, were found in a systematic survey in over 200 cases involving 421 genes, and, furthermore, the authors also demonstrated that this number of genes was only a subset of the actual number of fused genes (aKiva et al. 2006) .
Further, it has been estimated that at least 4-5% of the tandem gene pairs in the human genome can eventually be transcribed into a single RNA sequence thus encoding a putative chimeric protein (parra et al. 2006) .
(3) In the organelles of microbial eukaryotes and in the prokaryotes many examples of so-called encrypted genes are known; genes can be found as separate segments around the genome, so that, for example, all building blocks of a given mRNA molecule can be located, as modules, on separate chromosomes (LandWeBer 2007) . It is even conceivable, and a completely plausible theoretical possibility, that also in multicellular eukaryotes protein-coding transcripts originate from different non-homologous chromosomes (CLaverie 2005) .
(4) In addition to the structure of the gene, its functional status, regulated by epigenetic factors, can also be inherited from one cell to its daughter cells, or even from one individual of a given generation to the next generations (reviewed by de La Casa-esperón and sapineza 2003). This significant finding is of paradigmatic importance because it may force us to rethink the central dogma of genetics, namely the theory that acquired characters are not heritable.
(5) Perhaps the most revolutionary discovery in present day genetics which involves the concept of the gene is the discovery of epigenetic non-mendelian inheritance of extra-genomic information, first found in Arabidopsis be functional, i.e. have an effect on the phenotype -whatever is meant by this word? Thirdly, it is very difficult to link the regulation of the function of the 'gene' to its structure and function. On the one hand, overlapping sense and antisense transcripts seem to regulate each other, and, on the other, the regulatory elements of a given transcription unit, in multicellular eukaryotes, can be located, not only in the vicinity of the transcription unit, but actually at any place in the genome (KosaK and groudine 2004; heintzMan et al. 2007 ).
Moreover, as indicated above, the regulation of a given part of the genome can be epigenetic by its nature (de La Casa-esperón and sapienza 2003), and thus the pattern of the regulation can be heritable from one cell generation to the next or from an individual generation to the generations following immediately.
In addition, and perhaps most importantly, the discovery of the rnA-mediated epigenetic non-mendelian extra-genomic inheritance of DnA sequence information, Doing so, we must return to the concepts of genotype, norm of reaction and phenotype. By 'genotype', the total whole of the genetic material of an organism is generally meant, and it determines the norm of reaction. By 'norm of reaction', for its part, the total whole of the possibilities residing in the genotype is meant, and it determines how the organism, during its development and life, reacts to its environment. Finally, by 'phenotype', the organism as a whole is meant, as it is observed at a given time, taking no account as to on what level of biological organization the observations are made. The phenotype is the product of complicated, bidirectional interaction of the norm of reaction and the environment of the organism.
Moreover -and what is most interesting -the activity of the individual itself plays a part in the development of the phenotype. For example, learning (CavaLLaro et al. 2002) and environmental enrichment (raMpon et al. 2000) alter gene transcription in the brains of young animals. Pathways influenced by these experiences include cell-survival-associated genes and genes involved in synaptic plasticity. Thus, it seems that there is a positive feedback loop between learning and the genes associated with learning. thaliana, and called genetic restoration (LoLLe et al. 2005) . Later, the same phenomenon was also found in mammals, suggesting common occurrence (rassouLzadegan et al. 2006) .
Ultimately, the phenomenon of genetic restoration not only seriously challenges the conventional concept of the gene, but it also really forces us to change our comprehension of inheritance. What was observed is that organisms can sometimes rewrite their DNA on the basis of RNA messages inherited from generations past. Plants and animals can inherit allele-specific DNA sequence information that was not present in the genome of their parents but was present in previous generations. In Arabidopsis, this process was shown to occur in all DnA sequence polymorphisms examined and therefore it seems to be a general mechanism for extra-genomic inheritance of DnA sequence information. Moreover, it was postulated that these genetic restoration events are the result of a template-directed process that makes use of an ancestral rnA sequence cache (LoLLe et al. 2005) . Such findings of the role of rnA as a carrier of information across generations simultaneously greatly enrich and complicate our notion of the gene.
cOnDITIOnS FOr THe DeFInITIOn OF THe gene
In the light of this evidence, we can no longer regard the gene as a concrete entity with clear boundaries; rather the genome is a complicated network of different complexes of heritable functional elements. It has to be admitted that none of the different understandings about the nature, structure and function of the gene that have prevailed during the history of genetics, summarized recently by gerstein et al. (2007) , are valid any longer. Consequently, in the most recent years there have been several attempts to redefine the concept of the gene, but all of these definitions are incomplete in one sense or another. Frequently, they fail in not being able to combine the structural, functional and regulatory aspects of the genome.
In an ideal case, the structural, functional and regulatory definitions of the gene should be in correspondence to each other in the epistemic sense: i.e. the definition should be a statement of a single idea. The definition should also be general: i.e. it should be valid and applicable for every case and all organisms from viruses to seed plants and mammals.
This task is difficult for several reasons: firstly, as indicated above, the structural limits of what is traditionally called the gene are by no means clear. 'Genes' can overlap and interlace, or they can be located within each other; they may even be found in segments on different chromosomes around the genome. Secondly, it is not easy to define what the function of the 'gene' is. Is it the production of rnA or protein, and should these products on the one hand and between the genotype and the environment on the other. Actually, the expression 'cybernetic', in the context of the definition of the concept of the gene, has been used earlier by roLston (2006), who also concluded that the definition of the gene requires multilevel analysis, from DnA transcription to development and reproduction of the whole organism. Accordingly, it can be said that the science of genetics is gradually moving away from a reductionistic way of thinking towards a more holistic -or better said -systemic way of thinking, which takes the whole of the organism and its parts into consideration at the same time. In fact, it is not possible to really understand a given whole without understanding its constituent parts nor really understand the parts of a given biological system -be it a gene, cell, individual, population or ecosystem -without understanding it as a total integrated whole.
As was emphasised by griFFiths and stotz (2006), the concept of the gene is dependent on the context in which it is used. In agreement with them, I believe that the gene is a multi-level concept. It has to be noted that genes assume their information content characteristics in the Shannonian sense as nucleotide sequences of DnA (or rnA). This means that as nucleotide sequences genes are quantitative collections of binary information. However, on the basis of this we cannot state anything about their information content in the semantic sense. The semantic information content of genes, their qualitative nature, is context-dependent. genes namely assume their biochemical characteristics in vivo, but not necessarily in vitro, only within living cells. This is to say that the transcriptional and translational machinery of the expression of genes in (the present day) nature works only within living cells, and genes' developmental characteristics are assumed only within living organisms. During the development of the phenotype, genes work in complex networks and interact with the environment and the total organism as a whole. Finally, genes assume their evolutionary characteristics only within populations of living organisms. The fitness of an individual organism is a relational concept. It is dependent on the gene frequencies prevailing in the population and on the ecological circumstances where the population is living.
According to FaLK (2003) , the gene is a generic operational concept, and this is the pragmatic approach adopted by many practising molecular biologists. "Living systems are essentially complex and integrative systems. It is meaningless and misleading to indentify entities of such systems on an ontological basis" (FaLK 2003) . At the same time, however, genes are abstract variables ruled by the basic principles of segregation, recombination and mutation. Further, genes are material structural entities, discrete stretches of the DnA sequence, having some integrity and continuity in function and/or history. genes are also Thus, for the present, the genotype and the phenotype are separate and concrete entities, while the norm of reaction is an abstract concept between the genotype and the phenotype. However, FaLK (2004) goes sufficiently far as he considers that the DnA sequence is included in all possible phenotypes of the organism, from which we can read the genotype directly. Thus, according to FaLK (2004) , the genotype is an abstraction read from the concrete DnA sequence. On the other hand, LeWontin (1992) stresses that a complete description of the DnA sequence of a given organism is identical with a complete specification of its genotype, and, accordingly, all genotypes can be unambiguously discriminated at the molecular level of phenotypes. According to my view, however, both the genotype and the phenotype are concrete entities while the norm of reaction is completely an abstraction, the total whole of the possibilities residing in the genotype.
Following the definition of gerstein et al. (2007), it can be tentatively proposed that the gene is a union of genomic sequences encoding a coherent set of potentially overlapping functional products. However, this definition does not consider the regulatory elements of genetic transcription, which should be included in the definition because they affect the phenotype.
Raphael Falk asked as early as in 2001 whether the concept of the norm of reaction could save the gene concept (FaLK 2001 This is called the relational or systemic view of the gene because it also takes into account, besides the transcriptionally active sequences of the genome, the regulatory factors of the development of the organism residing both in the genome and in the environment. The genome, for its part, is defined as the total whole of the genetic material of the organism, being heritable from generation to generation.
This form of gene concept could also be called the cybernetic concept of the gene since it emphasises the regulatory interaction between different parts of the genotype functional biological entities, derivatives of reproduction as the basic process of living matter (FaLK 2003) . cOncLUSIOnS A significant number of observations from recent years involving several aspects of the gene, its structure, function and regulation, and the phenomenon of inheritance itself, force us to renew our way of thinking about what really is a gene. These observations have seriously shaken every aspect of the conventional concept of the gene, and consequently attempts to formulate a new definition have been difficult, leading in most cases to a failure to account for every aspect of the gene. In spite of these difficulties, in this paper I have sought to formulate a new and comprehensive definition of the gene, which is called the 'systemic' or 'relational' concept of the gene, emphasizing the view that the total whole as well as all parts of the organism in which the genes reside must be taken into account. The need to reformulate the concept of the gene in this manner reflects the present historical phase in biology which seems to lead from the traditional reductionistic way of thinking towards a more systemic approach.
The same conclusion was reached by Beurton (2003) . He wrote: "genes themselves are products of evolutionary forces at work on the population level. In such a perspective, the issue of reductionism is emptied of all content."
